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 . * = Allergens are referred in red color I Love my life This is my website where I write my thoughts and thoughts of other
people. My name is Siti Zuhairah binti Mohd Yusuf, I am a Malaysian Muslim girl of 27 years old who's passionate in writing

and performing. My hobbies are singing, reading and swimming. I am a perfectionist in my writing and I believe I'm an achiever
in my life. My name is Siti Zuhairah binti Mohd Yusuf, I am a Malaysian Muslim girl of 27 years old who's passionate in

writing and performing. My hobbies are singing, reading and swimming. I am a perfectionist in my writing and I believe I'm an
achiever in my life.Q: Injecting object in constructor - Best practice I am having a couple of classes where one of the classes

needs the object injected in constructor. I am just wondering if the following is a good practice or bad practice. When I inject
an object in the constructor of a class, if the class is used as a dependency, the constructor is not really called so it is not really
an instantiation. However if I inject the object in the class' interface, it seems like I am not really using the class in the right

way. Is there a better way to do it? A: I think there's nothing wrong with injecting an object into a class constructor if the class
itself is the object. As you say, this isn't really instantiating it. That said, if you make a class interface, there should be no reason
for you to inject any objects into it. If anything, you should be exposing these interfaces through your class as public properties,
then injecting the implementations behind the interfaces into the classes which actually depend on them. That way, if you were

to use the interface in a different class, it would just need to get the implementation for itself, rather than being dependent on its
existence. Q: Cross-Domain ajax call in jquery I am using jquery. I am sending post data to an api url. On the other side i am

checking if the call is cross-domain or not. function postCall(){ 82157476af
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